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ABSTRACT

The opportunity to predict and document severe weather across the Plains is not
available to many, but it is a vital experience for those who hope to truly excel in
meteorology. The ability to travel alongside one of the professors that has guided you
through the program, apply the knowledge gained from that professor and many others,
and view nature’s breathtaking power in person is truly a capstone experience for any
meteorology major. Luckily, the B.S. Meteorology Program at WKU offers a select group
of students this opportunity annually. This portfolio report will consist of documentation I
recorded during my time in the classroom and the field as a participant in the Field Methods
in Weather Analysis and Forecasting course that took place in May 2016. This includes
daily activity logs, brief forecast discussions, accounts of the decision-making process, and
photography, as well as personal reflections authored over the course of the experience.
The goal of such a portfolio is to effectively convey the importance of the opportunity to
chase severe weather and encourage others to take that opportunity in the future. This will
hopefully bring students to the storm-chase program that would not have joined otherwise,
and increase the WKU Meteorology Program’s output of exceptionally trained,
experienced, and highly qualified meteorologists.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

It is a well-known issue across all fields of study and society that, although
materials and opportunities may be available to a populace, it is often difficult to
convince that populace of the importance or benefit of taking advantage of the materials
and opportunities provided to them. The creation of promotional materials and
advertisements are generally used to combat this issue in a commercial setting, but for
experiences that transcend a commercial benefit, it is more effective that a personal
connection be established to convey the effect that these experiences had on other people.
The B.S. Meteorology Program at Western Kentucky University (WKU) houses one of
these experiences and, although annual, it is one that is particularly rare and difficult to
obtain.
The Field Methods in Weather Analysis and Forecasting course at WKU offers
several students the opportunity to travel throughout the Central Plains region of the
United States (an area commonly referred to as Tornado Alley) to forecast, document,
and research severe convective thunderstorms each May, during the height of
thunderstorm activity across the region. Students are asked to pile into a 15-seat van and
endure days of long-distance driving, which may seem like an unattractive request. The
payout, however, is truly awe-inspiring.
1

The annual course provides a select group of students a way of applying the skills
they have acquired during their time in the Meteorology Program to real-world scenarios,
and make decisions that have consequences for themselves and for their classmates.
Daily student-led forecast discussions are held each morning to determine the location of
severe storms each day, which may be unclear or hundreds of miles away, and could
require difficult choices to be made. Once the location has been decided, the chase
begins, and the destination may change throughout the day as surface observations,
hourly forecast models, and mesoanalysis updates become available. Once a suitable
thunderstorm is located, that storm monitored for its severe potential and chased by
students until either the storm dissipates or it becomes too dangerous to continue.
Given that the Central Plains region lacks quickly-changing topography over
relatively large areas, the region is an ideal location to study severe convective
thunderstorms. Generally, in areas east of the Mississippi River or west of the Rocky
Mountains, landscape restrictions such as trees or even gentle rolling hills can obfuscate
views of the grander structure of a given convective event. The stark flatness of the Plains
region in general allows for the viewing of the entirety of a severe convective
thunderstorm, including rotational properties and shearing structure normally invisible to
an observer. These landscape properties, along with the added benefit of traveling with
experts in the field, create an exemplary learning experience that sets new standards for
education in meteorology.
In order to demonstrate the learning environment experienced during this course,
the following section will consist of a chronological sequence of forecast discussions,
personal reflections, images, and simple highlights of daily activities. My hope is that,
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this capstone summary will provide students who are unsure of their decision to apply or
attend this once-in-a-lifetime course option to make their choice clearer by providing
personal insight from a student who experienced the course firsthand.

3

CHAPTER 2

THE CHASE

The following chapter is made up of entries from a journal created during the
storm-chase experience in order to keep track of and enhance the overall experience. As
such, the formatting of each section may vary in tense, as they were written and recorded
in-situ.
DAY 1: MAY 15, 2016
Last week, our team of students assembled for the first time and, after filing the
proper documentation, began a forecast discussion to decide our departure date and target
location. Modeling indicated a trough moving through the Southern Plains on Monday,
and positioned the trough neutrally over the Four Corners by Monday evening. Moisture
advection looked excellent throughout central Oklahoma, and forecast soundings in the
area showed favorable conditions there, as well as closer to the associated warm front in
north-central Kansas. Since Monday appeared chase-able, we decided to depart Sunday
to prepare for a chase day on Monday.
We departed Bowling Green at 9:30 AM CST Sunday morning and made our way
south and west towards Oklahoma City. After a short lunch stop near the Shiloh
Battlefield and a short dinner stop near Fort Smith, AR, we arrived at our hotel for the
evening in Yukon, OK, just west of Oklahoma City at around 9:00 PM CST. After
4

running through a quick data analysis and a relaxing soak in the hotel hot-tub, we went to
bed with our alarms set for a 9:00 AM CST forecast discussion to select targets for
Monday.

Figure 2.1: Route map of May 15, 2016 – Bowling Green, KY to Yukon, OK.
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DAY 2: MAY 16, 2016
Our morning forecast discussion identified an enhanced kink in probable dryline
formation that formed an axis between the western Panhandle regions into the central
Texas Panhandle. Model data suggested caps would break around 1-2 pm in Colorado
and storms would slide down the dryline into the Panhandles, where a more favorable
environment for tornadic supercells existed. We decided to target the western Oklahoma
Panhandle to start our day, and left our hotel in Yukon, OK at 9:45 CST.
While on the road, 18Z model data indicated a consensus on the placement and
timing of initiation, which strengthened our confidence. However, it also brought signs of
a less conducive environment in the Panhandles. Low level moisture and shear variables
began looking meek, but we persevered! The SPC issued a Severe Thunderstorm Watch
at 2:35 CST for the entire Panhandle region.
We intercepted a supercell at 3:50pm CST in Kenton, OK that had just crossed
the border from Colorado (Figure 2.2). Rotation was evident in the supercell on radar,
and it was already associated with a Severe Thunderstorm Warning. We followed the
storm farther south and east and stopped to view the storm just east of Felt, OK. While
photographing the storm, several students pointed out what looked to be a large tube that
reached from cloud to ground, but was not in the textbook location for a tornado. None of
us, including professors, were sure until it was reported by the NWS as an ongoing
tornado (Figure 2.3). Sure enough, soon after we learned it was a tornado, the funnel
roped away and dissolved.

6

Figure 2.2: Intercepting our first supercell in Kenton, OK.
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Figure 2.3: Tornado in Felt, OK.

We attempted to chase the tornadic supercell farther, but road conditions
deteriorated quickly and were becoming unsafe. We opted to chase a sister storm to the
west instead. This storm’s mesocyclone was less organized than he first, but as we
chased, we witnessed a large funnel attempt to touch down west of Dalhart, TX.
However, we never saw the funnel actually contact the ground, although it was a tornadowarned storm.
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The Dalhart cell began to split, but instead of forming two opposite-spinning
storms, the split produced two cyclonic right-moving storms. We opted to follow the
western storm and got an excellent look at its structure in Hartley, TX (Figure 2.4). We
decided to get a closer look, but as we approached, we were assaulted with penny to
nickel sized hail in Channing, TX and had to leave the area. We stayed ahead of that
storm until we reached Amarillo, TX and took some excellent structure photos as the sun
set (Figure 2.5). After, as is tradition, we enjoyed some fantastic steak at the Big Texan
Steak Ranch in Amarillo, and packed into the hotel for the night.

Figure 2.4: Impressive structure of the Hartley, TX cell.
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Figure 2.5: Leaving the supercell in Amarillo.
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Figure 2.2

Figure 2.3

Figure 2.4

Figure 2.5

Figure 2.6: Route map of May 16, 2016 – Yukon, OK to Amarillo, TX.

DAY 3: MAY 17, 2016
Our morning forecast discussion was done on the road after an 8:45 AM CST
departure from Amarillo, TX. The convective outflow boundary from yesterday’s storm
complex descended southward overnight, pushing moisture with it and containing higher
dewpoints in the south central Texas region. A convergence zone associated with
yesterday’s initiation also descended, and was located in the southeast corner of New
Mexico and west central Texas. The setup is similar to yesterday in that all of yesterday’s
forcing events existed today, although farther south. Initiation was forecast to occur near
11

the convergence zone in west central Texas and low level flow would push initiated
storms southeast along the boundary. We therefore initially selected Big Lake, TX as our
target.
Initiation occurred just northwest of Crane, TX, and we altered our course slightly
to intercept the initial storm. We stopped in the parking lot of Rancherita Mexican
Restaurant at the corner of Ranch-to-Market Road 2401 and TX 349 to view the rotating
wall cloud the storm had produced (Figure 2.7). We followed the storm south to County
Road 111 to continue viewing, and the storm became tornado warned on our way there.
(Figure 2.8).

Figure 2.7: Storm initiation north of Rankin, TX.
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Figure 2.8: Panorama of Rankin supercell as it became tornadic.

In order to follow the storm, we moved south through Rankin, TX and headed
east to stay in front of the storm on US 67. Once we reached Texon, TX, further severe
development ahead of the storm created a cold pool that staunched the inflow of the
storm we had initially chased, weakening it. We took shelter in Big Lake, TX as hail
cores to the south and east prevented our movement. It had been raining there for nearly
an hour, resulting in impressive flooding in the area. After the hail core weakened, we cut
across the north edge of the storm and attempted to move farther south to catch the back
side of the storm.
13

We reached Barnhart, TX and turned south. We turned east on US 190 and
followed a storm that blossomed to the east of the cell that forced us to stay in Big Lake
for a time. After reaching Eldorado, it became clear that cells would not achieve tighter
rotation, so we decided it would be more worth our time to chase a beautiful shelf cloud
that was throwing some excellent lighting. We stopped in Sonora, TX to photograph and
stopped at several places along the interstate as we moved east on I-10 to our hotel in
Kerrville, TX (Figure 2.9). At around 10:00 PM CST, our hotel in Kerrville, TX
experienced tennis ball sized hail…the largest hail many of us have ever seen!

Figure 2.9: Shelf cloud associated with Sonora cell.
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Figure 2.7

Figure 2.8

Figure 2.9

Figure 2.10: Route map of May 17, 2016 – Amarillo, TX to Kerrville, TX.

DAY 4: MAY 18, 2016
Morning observations indicated a stalled cold front along I-10 corridor, and model
data suggested this front would be weakening throughout the day. Therefore, this cold
front would become less of a forcing factor in afternoon thunderstorms. Yesterday’s
convection along and south of the front also stabilized the atmosphere, so very little
instability existed except in far west Texas where storms had been spotty the day before
and cloudiness was reduced so ample heating could occur. This area of marginal
instability coincided with the location of the center of convergence that had dropped into
15

northern Mexico overnight, and indicated the area most likely to produce thunderstorms.
We initially decided to target Big Bend National Park, since we needed topography and
convergence to provide lift because of the greatly reduced instability.
The 11:30 AM CST SPC Convective Outlook update lowered the slight risk over
our target area to marginal due to further reduction of expected instability and the
persistent cloudiness that prevented surface heating. The only area that retained a slight
risk was the El Paso region and the upper Mission Valley area. This, in conjunction with
consistent HRRR data prompted us to change our target to the El Paso region by 12:30
AM CST.
We stopped briefly in Van Horn, TX after lunch in Fort Stockton, TX to await
convection initiation and for those initiated storms to cross the border. Initiation occurred
in northern Chihuahua, Mexico at around 4:30 pm CST, and we began our intercept
course. Intercept occurred south of Alamo Alto, TX, less than 1/3 of a mile from the
banks of the Rio Grande. Although the storm was neither tornadic nor severe, it was
impressive to see the storm cross the Samalayuca Dune Fields to the south (Figure 2.11)
and the structure of the storm provided some excellent photo opportunities (Figure 2.12).
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Figure 2.11: Rain crosses the Salmayuca Dune Fields across the Rio Grande.
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Figure 2.12: Flávia Moraes documents storm structure in Alamo Alto, TX.

As the storm crossed our path, we drove through the rain core to the other side.
The back of the storm gave us a show in the form of a vivid double rainbow (Figure
2.13). With storms farther to our south disintegrating after crossing the border, losing
topographic lift, and entering a strongly capped environment, we headed north to El Paso
for dinner at Rudy’s BBQ (Figure 2.14) and a well-deserved rest.
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Figure 2.13: Double rainbow on the back side of our chased storm.
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Figure 2.14: The view from our hotel in El Paso, TX.

The next few days look like some tourist-travel days as we wait for high pressure
across the Central Plains to vacate and moisture to return to middle America. We plan to
head north along I-25 and perhaps make a stop in White Sands, NM on our way to
Colorado for the night.
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Figure 2.14

Figures 2.11 & 2.12
Figure 2.13

Figure 2.15: Route map of May 28, 2016 – Kerrville, TX to El Paso, TX.

DAY 5: MAY 19, 2016
Although morning observations indicated a decent boundary in extreme south
Texas and model data suggested sufficient instability to produce thunderstorms, shear
distance and the necessity to set up for our next few events prevented us from traveling
there. We instead decided to side with slightly longer range data that indicated moisture
return and trough placement over the next few days may be sufficient for initiation near
eastern Colorado and western Kansas by Saturday or Sunday. We began driving to Raton,
NM for the night at 9:15 AM MT
21

Since we would not be chasing throughout the day, we decided to take advantage
of the beauty rural New Mexico offered and visit White Sands National Monument in
southeast New Mexico. On the way, we crossed the Organ Mountains and traveled
through the White Sands Missile Range (Figure 2.16). After a brief but harrowing
experience at the US Customs and Border Patrol checkpoint just south of White Sands
due to a Brazilian passport mishap, we arrived at the monument’s Visitor Center (Figure
2.17).

Figure 2.16: The Organ Mountains with White Sands Missile Range visible on left.
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Figure 2.17: The storm chase team poses at the White Sands National Monument (Photo
credit: Dr. Josh Durkee).

We paid a small entrance fee and began the Dunes Drive through the monument.
The sand was nearly blinding, but once we stopped and removed our shoes, we found the
desert floor to be remarkably cool and wet. It was possible to build sandcastles in this
sand! After Dr. Dixon tested the sledding possibilities (Figure 2.18), we decided to leave
our mark on that beautiful place (Figure 2.19).
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Figure 2.18: Dr. Grady Dixon test out a friendly stranger’s sled.
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Figure 2.19: WKU Storm Chasers leave their mark on White Sands.

After a stop in nearby Alamogordo for lunch at Blake’s Lotaburger, we traveled
northbound until we happened to encounter the only severe storm in the Plains near Fort
Union National Monument in north central New Mexico (Figure 2.20). While not
tornadic, the storm did drop some pea size hail on us before we managed to snag a shot of
the back side, when it gave us our second double rainbow in two days (Figure 2.21).
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Figure 2.20: Severe thunderstorm over Fort Union National Monument.
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Figure 2.21: Rainbow on the back side of the Fort Union cell.
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Figures 2.20 & 2.21

Figures 2.17– 2.19
Figure 2.16

Figure 2.22: Route map of May 19, 2016 – El Paso, TX to Raton, NM.

DAY 6: MAY 20, 2016
Marginal instability and low but sufficient moisture, as well as a moisture boundary
moving into eastern Colorado led us to target Colorado Springs this morning. The lack of
upper level divergence, lower level convergence, and frontal boundaries forced us to rely
on the topography of the Rocky Mountains for lift. Low-level southerly flow would push
moisture and instability north against the mountains, and an upper-level trough provided
northerly flow, which would push any storms that formed southeastward along the moisture
boundary. This led us to go ahead and book a hotel in Lamar, CO for the night.
28

We departed Raton, NM at 9:15 AM MT and arrived in Colorado Springs, CO for
lunch at 12:15 PM MT. We enjoyed a quick visit to Jimmy Johns and proceeded to the
eastern suburbs of Colorado Springs to await initiation by 1:15 PM. Mesoscale analysis at
2:30 PM indicated an axis of instability stretching from Amarillo to Colorado Springs, and
a moisture boundary approaching from the south was visible on radar, as well as to the
naked eye. A cumulus field to the south demarcated that boundary. If a storm was going to
occur, it would occur here.

Figure 2.23: Convection attempts to initiate east of Colorado Springs.

By 3:45 PM, after waiting nearly two and a half hours for initiation, it became clear
that initiation would likely not occur. Several updrafts attempted to rise (Figure 2.23), but
29

instability was too low for updrafts to break the cap, even with topographic forcing and
moisture present. We decided to proceed to our hotel for the evening. Tomorrow appears
to be the beginning of a very active few days for us. An upper-level trough will begin to
dig across the region, and the central Plains will see excellent moisture return over the next
day or two. We will likely target the area of highest instability in southwest Kansas
tomorrow afternoon.

Figure 2.23

Figure 2.24: Route map of May 20, 2016 – Raton, NM to Lamar, CO.
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DAY 7: MAY 21, 2017
A forecast discussion last night in partnership with College of DuPage at our hotel
pointed out an area of instability ribboning from Amarillo, through southwest Kansas,
and north to the Cheyenne Ridge in northeast Colorado. A moisture axis paralleled this
ribbon of instability, and upper-level divergence over western Kansas would encourage
lift along the dryline. This lift would provide enhancement to an otherwise similar setup
to yesterday, assisting storms in breaking the cap. Both HRRR and NAM model data
placed a strong convective cell over western Kansas, and supportive shear values and
lapse rates indicated this cell would likely be supercellular and at least contain large hail.
We targeted Garden City to await initiation and departed at 9:15 AM MT.
After lunch in Garden City, we met once again with our friends at the College of
DuPage to help out with a weather balloon launch (Figure 2.25). This balloon would help
us diagnose the strength of the cap over the region as well as bulk shear. Preliminary data
observed dry adiabatic lapse rates or greater in the low and mid-levels, indicating quite an
unstable environment. We left our friends in Garden City and headed northeast to
Marienthal, KS to await initiation.
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Figure 2.25: Dr. Victor Gensini of the College of DuPage launches a radiosonde from
Garden City, KS.

After arriving in Marienthal at 3:30 PM CST, radar indicated a dryline boundary
colliding with an axis of moisture convergence over the northwest Kansas region. After
waiting an unusually long time for initiation for such a ripe environment, SPC
Mesoanalysis indicated an area of mixed-layer CIN capping the region, which would
explain the lack of convection. Initiation finally occurred directly west of us at 5:45 PM
32

CST. After viewing one storm after another from a park in Marienthal (Figure 2.26),
radar indicated weak rotational couplets on the backside of three thunderstorms. We
moved to intercept the strongest of these couplets, which became tornado-warned on our
way.

Figure 2.26: Convective initiation west of Marienthal, KS.

While chasing the storm on KS-25, a funnel cloud developed and visibly touched
down. However, the storm carried an unusually high lightning threat, which prevented us
from exiting the vehicle to document the tornado.
We continued to chase the nearly stationary storm for several hours, and
documented its incredible structure (Figure 2.27) until the light faded and we were forced
33

to scrub the chase near 9:30 PM CST. The storm total accumulation product indicated
over 8 inches of rain had fallen over 4 hours, and this became evident as we attempted to
travel north to our hotel in Colby, KS. We ran into a very flooded wash on KS-25 and
were forced to turn around (Figure 2.28).

Figure 2.27: WKU students, along with Dr. Josh Durkee, document the Leoti, KS
supercell.

Tomorrow looks to be the most active day of chasing thus far, and we will likely
proceed to southern Nebraska to intercept storms produced by a deep upper-level trough.
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Figure 2.28: Flooding on KS-25 just south of the Logan County line (Photo credit: Grady
Dixon).
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Figure 2.28

Figure 2.27

Figure 2.26

Figure 2.25

Figure 2.29: Route map of May 21, 2016 – Lamar, CO to Colby, KS.

DAY 8: MAY 22, 2016
Morning model data indicated a broad area of severe risk, but two specific areas
of interest became clear to us. A surface low began to form overnight in northeast
Colorado as a result of the upper-level trough moving in from the west. A dryline
extended from this low down through southwest Nebraska, eastern Colorado, and the
western Panhandle region. Ample moisture on the boundary indicated storms would
likely fire from the northern Plains to Mexico. However, deepening of the low throughout
the day, as well as the presence of low-level convergence and backing of low-level wind
profiles provided by this low led us to choose southwest Nebraska as a target region. It
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was argued that the central Texas panhandle may provide some organized convection, but
the lack of a decent cap over the region indicated that storms would be messy and
numerous, which makes them difficult to chase and observe. Combined with the sheer
distance from the target our hotel was, this eliminated the Texas panhandle as a target.
After lunch in Colby, KS, the same city as our hotel was located, we headed north
to North Platte, NE. We set up in an initiation holding pattern just south of the city near
Lake Malone and waited. Similar to yesterday, initiation took much longer than expected
for the given environment. As better shear entered the region, all signs pointed to an
explosive day. By 5:50 PM CST, the cap broke and we began chasing the initiated
convection northeast. Storms far to our north were much more impressive, but in an area
that harbored far worse chasing conditions such as hilly terrain and few side roads.
We proceeded to Maxwell, NE to view the storms (Figure 2.30), which seemed to
struggle inexplicably as they moved northeast. After some truly harrowing chasing (and
excellent driving) on the sandy back roads of central Nebraska, we cycled through
chasing about three cells. By the time we were able to return to pavement, most of the
cells had weakened, and one cell to the south seemed more impressive. We turned around
and viewed this storm from the side to try and gain an understanding of why the storms
that initiated in this environment struggled so much (Figure 2.31).
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Figure 2.30: WKU Meteorology student Jessica Dobson documents an initiating
convective updraft in Maxwell, NE.
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Figure 2.31: A twisting, bent updraft visible in the last storm of the day.

The helical structure of the updraft and the bending back that took place in these
cells caused many of the updrafts to quite literally rip off the tops of the storms and kill
them. This would usually indicate a high-shear, low-CAPE environment, but CAPE was
reaching the 3500 J/kg threshold, which would sustain updrafts even in a higher-shear
environment. After some research, we determined that a likely cause was a shortwave
trough rotating through the southwest Nebraska region that was visible on water vapor
imagery. This trough would have provided sinking air to the target area from above. This,
combined with impressive instability, caused updrafts to be limited in height and, as a
result, these updrafts were forced to bend backwards. The high shear in these storms then
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had ample time to twist and distort these updrafts until they were ripped free from their
associated thunderstorms. This explanation is speculation, but it does provide a
reasonable answer for the lack of HP (high precipitation) and sustained rotating
supercells.
After a nutritious dinner at Runza in North Platte, NE, we headed home for the
night in Lexington, NE.

Figure 2.31

Figure 2.30

Figure 2.32: Route map of May 22, 2016 – Colby, KS to Lexington, NE.
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DAY 9: MAY 23, 2016
Morning observations identified a weak surface low over the extreme western
Oklahoma Panhandle as a result of a shortwave trough rotating through the region that
would provide some convergence and an anchor for the dryline draped in a southwestnortheast fashion across the Panhandle region. Model data indicated that CAPE values
would reach the 4-5000 J/kg range by mid-afternoon, and steep low-level lapse rates
would advect into the area as well. Ample moisture and weak capping in this
environment indicated strong updrafts would be possible capable of producing severe
hail. Bulk shear values between 35 and 45 knots that would increase throughout the day
pointed to the likelihood of supercells capable of producing tornadoes. A convective
outflow boundary from an MCS (mesoscale convective system) moving out of central
Oklahoma would cross into Texas by early afternoon, and would provide an area of
enhanced shear due to the forced backing of the low-level wind profile along this
boundary. We decided to target the southeast Texas Panhandle for initiation; specifically,
Clarendon, TX. Due to the distance of the target from our Nebraska hotel, an early start
of 8:30 AM CST was required, and it was uncertain if we would even make it to
Clarendon by initiation hour.
10 AM CST SPC Mesoanalysis indicated decent low-level shear and Effective
SRH (storm relative helicity) maximums in the 400’s already in place over the target
region. This caused STP’s (significant tornado parameter) to rise above 2 over the target
area before daytime heating even occurred, which was very impressive. By 2:30 PM
CST, model guidance and mesoanalyses began aligning and agreeing on the southeast
Texas Panhandle for the best chance of tornadic supercells. Inititation took place around
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3:40 PM CST less than 5 miles east of Clarendon, TX, a bullseye hit on our target
selection. We were still about 40 miles away, so we changed route to intercept the storm
south of Shamrock, TX.
We intercepted the LP (low precipitation) supercell east of Clarendon, which
began entering a mildly capped environment shortly after we arrived (Figure 2.33).
Although the structure was impressive, it was very similar to storms we chased yesterday
in Nebraska, so we opted to move to better looking storms to the southwest. As we made
our way there, all other initiated cells seemed to once again struggle when moving east
away from the dryline. The SPC offered the possible explanation of a lack of low-level
convergence in this area, but with storms already initiated, it seemed that they should be
able to support themselves in such a rich environment. We began scratching our heads
once again in Memphis, TX as we waited for a better cell to organize.
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Figure 2.33: The Clarendon cell disintegrates shortly after initiation.

With daylight fading, we began a last ditch effort to chase a cluster of storms
developing west of Memphis. As we chased, the cell south of Alanreed, TX began to
show signs of rotation and a hook echo. We changed our route to intercept the storm
since it was the best looking in the cluster. On our way there, we decided to take a
questionable road (County Road E on the map) to get a better look at the storm. We had
to turn around when it got too muddy, and as we tried successfully to 100-point-turn our
way out, a TVS appeared on radar, and reports of a brief weak tornado over nearby I-40
also appeared. We returned to a higher quality road and viewed the nearly stationary
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storm from an excellent vantage point, but never viewed another funnel from the storm
(Figure 2.34).

Figure 2.35: Post-tornadic cell beginning to shear its own updraft off.

The storm eventually twisted its own updraft off in a similar fashion to
yesterday’s storms as it entered a more stable environment to the east, but it looked
remarkably unusual. The updraft seemed to feed a much larger area of downwind
precipitation than it could support for its size, and it appeared to twist and rope away
from a far-away and miniscule inflow base (Figures 2.35 and 2.36). It was a structure I’ll
never forget.
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Figure 2.35: The updraft begins entraining its way to dissipation. The rotation is clearly
visible.
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Figure 2.36: The updraft almost completely separates from its cloud base.
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Figure 2.33

Figures 2.34 – 2.36

Figure 2.37: Route map of May 23, 2016 – Lexington, NE to Shamrock, TX.

DAY 10: MAY 24, 2016
Words cannot describe the feelings I experienced today.
I could say I was awe-inspired, and it would not be enough. I could say I was
terrified, and it would not be enough. I could say I was exhilarated, and it would not be
enough.
So much happened today that it was difficult to keep track of every event, but I
will try my best to recount today’s remarkable journey.
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Another weak surface low developed overnight in southwest Kansas in a similar
setup to yesterday. The upper-level trough was parked over the Mountain West, and
continued providing almost daily ejections of vorticity and wind speed maxima into the
central and southern Plains. This low again provided an anchor for the dryline that draped
southward across west Texas, as well as some low-level convergence needed for lift. This
low however lacked a clear warm front, which would have encouraged low-level shear by
backing the winds near and along it. This problem was solved by yet another outflow
boundary from an MCS in Kansas that stretched west-to-east across southern Kansas in
the morning. We forecasted that this outflow boundary would be pushed north in the
afternoon to align with the low pressure system and act as a warm front in this
environment. Our target was where we thought this “triple point” of low pressure,
dryline, and outflow boundary would align; southwest Kansas, specifically Greensburg
for initiation.
It should be noted that this environment is an extremely similar setup to
yesterday, so we were initially wary of being overzealous.
We had lunch in Greensburg and a 1 PM CST analysis of satellite imagery
showed that the placement of the dryline and outflow boundary pushed our target to the
south and west. We decided to move to Meade, KS and wait for initiation. We tossed a
Frisbee in Meade City Park until around 4:15 PM CST, when we believed that the only
tornado of the day would be located in Scott City, KS. As we moved north, it was noted
that directly overtop of Meade, a large convective updraft had fired and was growing
quickly. We turned around to intercept in Minneola, KS. This was a decision that shaped
our entire day.
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Very quickly it became apparent that this cell was taking advantage of the
abundant low-level shear, as the base quickly lowered and began rotating. We were able
to watch as the updraft lowered a funnel in front of our eyes (Figure 2.38). The sheer
speed that the column was rotating was incredible to us, and we were able to watch
clouds lift and form just feet from the ground. We rooted on our little funnel as it twisted
over the empty fields of Kansas.

Figure 2.38: The Minneola cell drops a funnel.

The funnel touched down briefly at first, kicking up dust circulation near the
ground. It then planted itself firmly and became a full-fledged tornado, and grew in size
from a small rope to a thick cord and larger (Figures 2.39 and 2.40). The giddiness of
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seeing this awesome structure became tainted with a small amount of fear. This
destructive force was growing unchecked. What was a fun, cute rope tornado was now
looking like an EF-1 and strengthening. As we chased the storm north, the first funnel
withdrew and roped away, but it was the first of many tornadoes that day.

Figure 2.39: A rope tornado forms from the Minneola cell.
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Figure 2.40: WKU students watch as the Minneola tornado intensifies.

We watched the storm cycle through two to three more independent touchdowns
as we chased, one occurring simultaneously. When we next stopped, a large funnel, the
4th of the storm by our count, had slid up the base and the storm was again going through
vortex cycling. In seconds, the storm threw down two twin rope tornadoes, and the storm
had three tornadoes on the ground at once (Figure 2.41). Never before had I experienced
whatever emotion I felt in that moment This storm that contained three tornadoes was
headed directly for Dodge City. My adrenaline was roaring, and recognition of this
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storm’s incredible power really resonated for the first time. This was obviously
something incredibly special and incredibly dangerous.

Figure 2.41: The lower vortex becomes multi-vortexed, dropping sister tornadoes. Three
tornadoes are visible on the ground.

After nine visible tornado touchdowns and quickly deteriorating road conditions
became a problem (Kansas dirt turns to Kansas mud very quickly), we decided to escape
the area, as storms to the south and west were quickly cutting off our escape route as the
storm moved through west Dodge City. As we raced west on the south edge of the storm,
we were able to view some damage in the storm’s path. Power lines had been completely
ripped from their bases and were no longer at the side of the road, having been carried by
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the winds to the middle of some far-off field. Fences had been ripped from their posts.
Heavy rain and hail from a ventilating storm to our south blocked our view of some
power lines that were hanging mere feet from the road, almost until it was too late. A
powerful downdraft pushed a semi-truck into the oncoming lane, and we had to swerve to
narrowly avoid it. (A large thanks goes to Dr. Durkee for saving our lives).
We passed through Cimarron, KS where we learned that both roads east into
Dodge City had been closed, so we proceeded north and east to our hotel in Great Bend,
KS. We stopped to show that beauty can be found even in the most violent of situations
(Figure 2.42)

Figure 2.42: Mammatus clouds form in the wake of the violent supercell.
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Today proved to me just how important an understanding of meteorology is to our
society, and how nature can be as beautiful as it is destructive. The feelings I felt today
are feelings I believe I will never feel again. I trembled as we left that storm, and I still
feel the power of it this evening. I know I speak for all of the students when I say that this
is a day we will remember forever.

Figure 2.43: Small scale route map of May 24, 2016 – Shamrock, TX to Great Bend, KS.
Area of interest marked in red.
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Figure 2.42

Figure 2.41

Figures 2.38 – 2.40

Figure 2.44: Large scale route map of May 24, 2016.

DAY 11: MAY 25, 2016
Much weaker low pressure and the presence of much weaker and more diffuse
boundaries meant today would likely be a slow day for storms across our target region,
although instability and mid-level shear would be enough to support supercell
development in any updrafts that were capable of breaking the moderate cap. Tornado
risk was much lower today due to the aforementioned lack of a strong outflow
boundary/warm front that would back low-level winds. However, the boundaries that did
exist seemed to converge near Salina, KS, and we targeted that location for initiation.
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Low expectations and proximity to the target region meant a late start, and we departed
Great Bend, KS at 10:30 AM CST.
En route to Salina, the SPC upgraded nearly the entirety of eastern Kansas to a
slight risk as model data indicated an expected bulge in the dryline just south of the low
pressure center. The convergence provided by this boundary may support sufficient lift to
initiate supercells that would thrive in the unstable environment ahead of the dryline.
After lunch at the Cozy Inn in Salina, KS, 3 PM satellite and surface analysis
indicated that a strange double-boundary was setting up, pushing our target either north
or south to two separate dryline/boundary interaction points. We chose the southern
target, and moved to Florence, KS to make further decisions.
Initiation occurred southeast of Wichita, KS at 5:15 PM CST. It appeared
unimpressive on radar, but it was the only cell in the area that fired, so we moved to
intercept. In El Dorado at 5:45 PM We viewed the storm as an impressive updraft formed
(Figure 2.45), but the updraft was thin, and as we chased it became entrained and was
choked off (Figure 2.46). It was believed the storm could have been over-sheared.
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Figure 2.45: An impressive updraft on the El Dorado, KS cell.
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Figure 2.46: The El Dorado cell chokes itself off.

After calling the chase and on our way back to Wichita for the night, an
interesting supercell formed to the southeast of the city. Again, it appeared unimpressive,
but it was the only storm that was sustaining itself, so we decided to investigate. Upon
intercept, the storm remained unimpressive on radar and was non-rotational (although the
naked eye could see some rotation in the lowered base), but it did provide some
impressive sunset views.
Convergence ended up being better at the northern bulge, closer to the low. A
tornadic supercell was spawned near Bennington KS. Surprisingly, convection struggled
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to sustain itself in the southern environment. This was again likely due to a weaker
boundary than the northern target zone.
Tomorrow a classic baroclinic low will set up in western Kansas, providing a
much higher risk for severe weather across central Kansas. It should be an active day!

Figures 2.45 & 2.46

Figure 2.47: Route map of May 25, 2016 – Great Bend, KS to Wichita, KS.

DAY 12: MAY 26, 2016
Models indicated this morning that a much deeper surface low would coalesce by
the afternoon as a shortwave ejected northeastward along an upper-level trough. This low
would be the deepest and most organized of the trip, and as a result the most well-defined
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warm front of the trip would be in play. These warm fronts are important because, like
weaker outflow boundaries, they provide an axis along which low-level winds back and
improve the overall shear profile. This warm front would provide a more focused area for
rotating supercell and tornado development. Since the surface low was expected in
southwest Kansas by the afternoon, the warm front was expected to drape along the
Nebraska-Kansas border, and our target was north central Kansas. We decided to move to
Salina for another look at data and make further decisions about our target.
11 AM CST mesoanalyses and radar analysis combined with surface observations
indicated clear moisture wrapping from the south counterclockwise around the low
through north central Kansas. The axis of this moisture wrapping was centered on
Ellsworth, KS. The 11:30 SPC convective outlook update upgraded central Kansas to a
moderate risk with a 15% chance of tornadoes and a 10% chance of EF-2 TO EF-5
tornadoes. Satellite and radar observations indicated boundary interaction near Russel,
KS. We targeted that city and moved to wait for initiation.
12:30 PM CST initiation in southwest Kansas outside of our target area quickly
became messy and numerous due to a very weak cap over the region. This brought
concerns for our target area, as early convection could stabilize the atmosphere enough
that later convection could struggle to initiate. We became uncertain about the severity of
the day, which turned out to be warranted.
We decided to intercept a storm just north of Jetmore that had initiated to the
southwest of the target region. We chose this storm because the larger storms to the south
were entering a cloudy environment that convection had already been present in. The
Jetmore cell was entering a clear area, and was closer to the boundary so better shear was
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present. The storm ended up fizzling, but the larger storms to the south were moving
north into a boundary, so we moved ahead of them to attempt an intercept, even though
the storms were non-rotational. Road conditions quickly deteriorated, and we were left
with no clear escape route. The storm’s shelf cloud overtook us, and we got deluged on.
After the storm weakened, we stopped in Hoisington, KS to decide what to do. It
seemed that the incredibly messy convection and low shear were causing this day to
become unchaseable, and we nearly called a scrub. One cell near Dodge City, where
outflow and dryline convergence had produced more organized storms, gave us hope
however, and we moved to intercept. Intercept occurred in Hanston, KS, where the storm
showed us the closest thing to a tornado we had seen all day (Figure 2.48) when she
showed us a lowered rotating wall cloud. The storm was tornado warned for about 15
minutes, and then lost rotation as it merged with other cells and became a QLCS (quasilinear convective system).
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Figure 2.48: A lowered, rotating wall cloud is visible on the far left. Taken looking south
from Hanston, KS.

We raced ahead of the squall line to our hotel in Great Bend, the same hotel we
stayed at just two nights ago, and made it there just in time.
We appear to be very close to our target tomorrow in central Kansas, although the
passing of the shortwave trough that created today’s low will create some downward
motion of the atmosphere which may inhibit strong updrafts.
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Figure 2.48

Figure 2.49: Route map of May 26, 2016 – Wichita, KS to Great Bend, KS.

DAY 13: MAY 27, 2016
Our morning forecast discussion and target selection was completely studentbased; a first for our trip. We identified a weakening surface low in western Kansas that
provided an anchor for a dryline that would drape southward through central Kansas and
into western Oklahoma and eastern Texas. This low also provided anchorage for a
stationary boundary that stretched west to east near the Kansas-Nebraska state line. The
existence of this northern boundary provided an area of moisture convergence in north
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central Kansas, and wind shear along the boundary was more favorable for more
developed supercells, as opposed to farther south where more multicellular and messy
formations were expected. We targeted Salina, KS for lunch and further analysis, since
the warm front target was better sheared, and departed around 12 PM CST.
We had lunch at Schlotsky’s in Salina and performed a model data analysis
shortly after. Shear profiles across the region were the most interesting to us. The
southern target area in Oklahoma showed indications of having a more westerly
component to the upper-level shear and the northern target had a more easterly
component of low-level shear. This made bulk effective shear values very similar for
both targets. A decision had to be made. Due to the fact that convection had fired early
over the southern target, using up most of the CAPE present a stabilizing the atmosphere,
and due to the fact that the northern target’s shear profile was expected to improve over
time, we selected to stick with our northern target. We proceeded to a park in Salina to
await initiation.
Initiation occurred across the northern boundary at around 3:30 PM CST. We
moved north to intercept and monitored cells to chase along the way. Three independent
supercells blossomed ahead of us near Bellville, KS, one to the east, north, and west, and
each of these cells had their own wall clouds. Upon arrival in Belleville, the northern cell
split and the right moving cell dropped a very lowered, slowly rotating wall cloud that
showed promise (Figure 2.50). We moved to intercept and stepped out of the car. Our
heads spinning in every direction to monitor all three wall clouds surrounding us for signs
of tornado development, we noticed that the northern right-split storm began dropping a
very thin, ropy funnel (Figure 2.51) before losing the lowered wall cloud and dissipating.
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The storm to our west looked more promising than to the east, so we moved to intercept
that storm.

Figure 2.50: A rotating wall cloud forms under the Belleville cell.

Again, the storm lowered a slowly rotating wall cloud (Figure 2.52) but never
dropped a visible funnel. We chased the storm just over the Nebraska state line before the
storm became stationary and slowly lost rotation. We began to head back home, but the
stationary storms to our right produced some stellar photography opportunities (Figure
2.53)
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Figure 2.51: A thin, ropy funnel descends from a rotating wall cloud in Belleville, KS.
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Figure 2.52: The second cell to our west drops a rotating wall cloud.
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Figure 2.53: Whale’s mouth cloud from the western stationary storm near Belleville, KS.

Today was our final chase day of the trip, since tomorrow’s target area is out of
range for us from our starting point in Salina. We will proceed tomorrow to St. Louis to
stay the night and head home Sunday morning. This chasing experience has been a
milestone event in my academic and personal lives, and the friends I’ve made and the
natural beauty I’ve witnessed will never be forgotten. I would like to thank both Drs.
Durkee and Dixon for leading the charge and teaching us more than we would have ever
learned in a classroom environment. I’d also like to thank WKU for supporting this
incredible program and providing an amazing opportunity for our department’s members.
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Figures 2.51 – 2.53

Figure 2.50

Figure 2.54: Route map of May 27. 2016 – Great Bend, KS to Salina, KS.

DAYS 14 & 15: MAY 28-29, 2016
The remainder of our journey was limited to non-chase days on our return to
Bowling Green, KY. We made a single overnight stop in St. Louis, MO and celebrated a
successful chase season before parting ways upon our return to WKU.
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Figure 2.55: Route map of May 28, 2016 – Salina, KS to St. Louis, MO.
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Figure 2.57: Route map of May 29, 2016 – St. Louis, MO to Bowling Green, KY.
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CHAPTER 3

REFLECTIONS

In order to provide both a more personal look into the storm-chase experience and
a way to track my personal and emotional development during the course, I decided to
write several personal reflections detailing how I felt at that point, as well as how I
believed the activities we were performing fit into my future career and educational
development. Three reflections were written, one at the end of every five days of the
course. I feel as though the content of these reflections allow more meaningful insight to
be drawn about life on the road for fifteen days with little sleep and hours of driving to
look forward to with each dawn, but also about the effect seeing these awesome forces of
nature has on a student who participates in this experience.

REFLECTION ONE: MAY 19, 2016
After several days on the road with WKU Storm Chase, I feel as though I am
absolutely getting my time and money’s worth out of the course and the experience as a
whole. The course has lived up to most of my expectations. There’s quite a bit more
driving than I would like, but that’s to be expected when chasing storms, and doesn’t take
away from the experience. Although we do participate greatly in documenting and
learning about severe storms, I was expecting slightly more student input in daily target
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selection. At least insofar as a reasoning of why we choose where to go each day, rather
than just relying on the expertise of professors. They have done an excellent job in
providing us with weather to document every day, but I would like to learn about their
choices and understand the reasoning behind them.
I am certainly tired after each day. Eight or more hours on the road will do that to
a person. But I have made good friends with everyone participating in this experience
alongside me, and it’s not difficult to relax with them around, be it in the car every day or
in the hotel each night.
I’m incredibly grateful to be able to see a part of America I’ve never seen before,
The High Plains are some of the most beautiful and historic lands in the world, and
although I’ve been privileged enough to see much of America, these places still inspire
awe. The ability to see entire mesoscale rotations over the flattest land in the country is
an incredible opportunity that one doesn’t get in Kentucky. Viewing storms here is like
looking at a diagram in a textbook, and having a professor right next to you to explain it
all allows me to get actual physical knowledge into how severe weather works, rather
than sitting in front of a radar screen.
There is a strange sense of urgency and flexibility here. This trip is not for those
who enjoy set schedules. It is not for those who are 5 minutes late to everything. Our
hours often vary wildly by day, and our targets can change on a minute’s notice. One
must be alert and ready to move when severe storms take a wrong turn or hail suddenly
starts raining down on the van.
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I am loving this experience, but at a third of the way in, I’m still getting use to the
lifestyle it demands.

REFLECTION 2: MAY 24, 2016
I end today with new and refreshed perspective on the entire storm chase
experience. A perspective that makes all the van hours and the sometimes annoying
nuances of my peers that one notices after 10 straight days together. A perspective that
gives me a new appreciation for the career I chose and a profound respect for those who
have mastered it.
After Day 5 (May 20, Dodge City), I found myself engaged far more often in
conversation with our professors, mainly because I have sat in the front row of the van
for two days since then. They are more than willing to explain forecasts, features, and
decisions with me and other students, we have only but to ask. I think a quiet fear of
being incorrect or seeming arrogant prevented me from being so open with questions
before this. However, I am no longer afraid of looking foolish, because if I do not ask
questions about something I don’t quite grasp, I will never learn it. Not only that, but
both Drs. Durkee and Grady have been honest and non-judgmental with questions I have
had, and I am therefore more encouraged to ask. They even asked me personally what my
target would be for the day and took my thoughts into consideration (albeit it aligned
greatly with the already chosen target, I did not know that at the time). The Drs. are also
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very open to discuss what went wrong on days we were somewhat disappointed with our
targets (although that rarely happened).
The powers of nature I have witnessed in the past 24 hours have given me an
enhanced appreciation of the weather I forecast and of my career itself. There are things
that I saw today that I could never imagine from watching it unfold behind a computer
screen remotely. I will never be able to remove the images of today from my head when I
see those radar pixels align just right. The weight of the situation was not lost on me. It
also showed me the level of professionalism that the Drs. have, not only in their field, but
in the chase. In intense moments they were calm and collected. They did what needed to
be done and they did it quickly, while still finding us areas to safely view the destructive
beasts. I can tell after 10 days with these gentlemen that they share this new respect I
have for weather and the importance of meteorology.

REFLECTION 3: MAY 30, 2016
After returning back to Bowling Green, I find that I’m able to take some time to
put my thoughts in order. I’m glad to finally be back in a place with a kitchen and a bed
to myself. I’m also glad to be out of the “chase sled”. But I would return to it in a
heartbeat. The final days of our chase trip were full of information and experiences that
really capped the entire experience for me.
The final chase day, it was requested that I, with the assistance of my fellow
classmates, select the target of interest. Using my knowledge of the environment and of
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synoptic and mesoscale atmospheric set-ups, I selected northeast Kansas. My friends
concurred and we moved there. That location ended up being the correct pick of the day.
We managed to see a funnel and three wall clouds at once from three independent
supercells, and I would be lying if I said I was not proud of selecting such a fruitful
target. I did, however, doubt my choice through the day, but the Drs. conveyed to me the
importance of confidence in a target when chasing. And I am definitely more confident
simply after that one experience.
This advice really resonated with me. I have always understood the importance of
confidence in a forecast, but I have honestly never felt that extreme confidence in my
own work. I have always thought that I lacked the experience and the knowledge to be
right. This chase experience has proved me wrong and inspired me to trust myself more
and put myself outside of my comfort zone. The choices I make as a meteorologist deeply
effect the consumers of my forecasts, and if you cannot be confident in yourself, how can
others be? I will carry this lesson of confidence with me in the years ahead.
I have also had time to realize that the lack of student input in morning
discussions early in the course were not the fault of the professors. Our class this year
consisted of many students who only had taken Intro to Meteorology, and some who had
no forecasting experience. Given this, the trip was more of a learning experience than a
field experience for those students. Even for myself, who has very little forecasting
experience, the trip was heavily crash course in mesoscale meteorology. I was able to ask
the professors why specific targets were chosen and learn from their decisions. This
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allowed me to begin to make accurate target decisions in the second half of the class and
even independently select a target on the final day. I definitely feel more prepared for
upcoming meteorology courses and more confident in my abilities as a forecaster.
Overall, the trip was an amazing opportunity to actually view the circulations,
initiations and environments of severe storms, as well as predict their locations and
understand the conditions and variables that cause them. I have made excellent friends,
seen parts of the country I would have never seen, developed a relationship with a
respected professor, gathered field experiences that will stay with me forever, and viewed
the awesome power of nature create nine tornadoes before my very eyes.
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CHAPTER 4

CONCLUSION

Although it is nearly impossible to document fifteen days’ worth of any kind of
experience and condense it into a descriptive report, the WKU Storm Chase is a case
where this is especially true. Even with the provided detailed descriptions of daily
activities, emotional reflections, images, and maps, this report is only a mere snapshot of
the profound personal and professional change I experienced as a result of this course.
Each time I am asked to recount a piece of the Storm Chase experience to another, I am
continually baffled by how little I seem to be able to convey with simple words. There is
absolutely no form of expression that could compare to the deeply personal and
emotional act of the chase.
I can only hope that this report may inspire those who are seeking higher
education in a meteorological field to continue their path by either attending Western
Kentucky University or working tirelessly to ensure they are educationally prepared for
an experience such as this, so they may be selected to participate. I hope that the personal
reflections provided in this report can convince those who may be wary to commit to two
weeks in a cramped van with nine other people. These fellow students and professors will
soon become some of the closest friends you could ever have, as the shared experience of
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witnessing some of the most violent aspects of the natural world binds you in a way that
no other experience could.
As the reason for this report implies, the Field Methods in Weather Analysis and
Forecasting course offered annually through Western Kentucky University’s Department
of Geography and Geology is truly a capstone experience for any student who wishes to
proceed in the field of meteorology or any meteorology-based field. The course
represents a culmination of the entire meteorological educational experience here at
WKU, and any student who actively chooses not to attempt to participate in this once-ina-lifetime opportunity is assuredly missing some of the most important education they
could ever receive.
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